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Key points
• Comprehensive revisions of national accounts have reduced the explanatory
power and informative value of the national accounts for analyzing the business
cycle.
• The 1975 economic crisis appears much more severe when the earliest data vintages or real-time data are used for comparison.
• Replacing market observations with imputed and model-based transactions
causes problems which will be aggravated by the updated System of National
Accounts (2008 SNA).
• Historical research evaluating past economic policy should give preference to data
available to decision makers at the time.

Perceptions of an economic crisis
According to IMF data, in 2009, after a relatively long period of economic
growth, real global output plummeted by 0.7%. While real gross domestic product (GDP) in emerging and developing economies grew by a
slower rate of 2.8%, it declined in advanced economies by 3.7%. German
real GDP actually sank by 5.1% in the same year. This strong economic
downturn prompted comparisons with the Great Depression of the 1930s
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(Ritschl 2009). According to data from the German Federal Statistical
Office (Raabe 1954; Räth 2009), real gross national income (GNI) plummeted by 7.7% in 1931 and by 7.5% in 1932. These data are, in particular
for the year 1931, not compatible with other sources (Ritschl 2002).
Comparing these crises separated by almost 80 years raises the question of the appropriate yardstick. The ‘usual suspects’ when comparing
economic cycles are to use differences between periods in macroeconomic production, unemployment and external trade. However, as is well
known, these variables used to be defined and measured in ways quite
different from those now current. The production boundary in national
accounts, and therefore the production activities covered by GNI and
GDP (which is in the focus of our analysis), has been extended over the
course of time (Ward 2004). Present GDP naturally includes activities that
were not available in the past. On the other hand, earlier versions of GNI
and GDP included certain goods that do not exist any more. National
accounts should also reflect structural changes in the composition of an
economy’s goods and services. For example, certain economic activities
that are nowadays recorded in national accounts were available in former
times, possibly in comparable quality, but not recorded. In particular, this
is the case for services, which have increasingly entered the sphere of production covered in national accounting.
To compare the extent of different economic crises, a consistent measure is desirable. For that reason, general revisions of national accounts are
made from time to time to allow comThe 1975 crisis appears
parisons for periods going far back into
much more severe when
the past. The availability and application
the earliest data vintages
of the same concepts, definitions and
or real-time data are
methods should deliver consistent time
used for comparison.
series and allow long-term analysis and
historical research. In the present article, it will be shown that these revisions also have analytical limitations. To underpin this contention, we start
by looking at the different levels given for the rate of change of real GDP
in West Germany in 1975 (Figure 1).
The latest revised data released by the German Statistical Office show
a decline of real GDP in West Germany in 1975 of 0.9%. Compared with
the extent of the recession in 2009 the cyclical downturn in 1975 appears
relatively mild. However, the 1975 crisis appears much more severe when
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